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When you’ve grown up like Thomas Smith did, on the autism
spectrum and with Becker’s Muscular Dystrophy, to be first
pick for the most important team in your life is a very big deal.
Thomas was EVE’s first and only choice. Their partnership had its
origins a little over a year ago.

After Thomas graduated from Christopher Newport University
in 2010, he lived and worked in Richmond until the stresses
of his insurance job and living alone began to overwhelm him.
“Because of my autism, things were starting to get really hard,”
he remembers. Social interaction has always been a challenge for
the young man. “Asperger’s is the term more commonly known,
but technically what I have is Autism Spectrum Disorder, or
ASD,” Thomas says. His parents, Michael and Hope Smith,
and he made a joint decision that the structure of family life
back in Williamsburg would be best.
“When I got home, I found a job working as a host in a Colonial
Williamsburg restaurant,” he says. “I struggled with the steep
stairs there, since my right leg is weak and I’m often in pain.”
Thomas started using a cane for assistance and balance, but found
that to be less than ideal. It was at this point that Hope suggested
that a service dog might help. They applied to the paws4people
foundation, knowing that for every available dog, seventy people
apply. “It took us three weeks just to do all the required paperwork,” Hope says.
Two weeks later, Thomas was notified that he had been selected.
“It’s a humbling thing; you’re thrilled, but you know many will
be disappointed.” Most often, the service dog is a purpose-bred
golden retriever. Each dog is worth about $40,000, but thanks
to donors and a pay-it-forward fundraising policy, there is no
cost to the client.
In January, Thomas traveled to West Virginia for the Bump,
which is the canine version of speed dating. The Bump (named
after the typical dog nose-bump greeting) takes place at a West
Virginia maximum-security prison, where inmates provide indepth dog training. The foundation has discovered that if the
dog is given a choice of owner, the pairing is more successful.
Clients are seated individually while a series of dogs are brought
in and introduced. Thomas waited nervously through several

who were polite, but uninterested. “I could have
walked away without a dog, and I knew it,”
Thomas remembers. “Then EVE came in,
and ... BOOM! That was it.”
EVE (paws4people asks that all their dogs’
names be fully capitalized) was then transported to headquarters in Wilmington, North
Carolina for customized training. Thomas says,
“From February through May, I visited three days out
of every month. We were taught to be a team, EVE and I.”
EVE arrived in Ford’s Colony and settled in with her new family that includes the family dog, black lab Molly. Her black vest
means she and Thomas have passed tests that qualify EVE to
accompany Thomas anywhere. The coveted red service dog vest
will be the final step in certification. Wearing the vest means she
is working and concentrating on her job. “Please ask first before
petting,” is the rule, says Thomas, so he can release his dog’s focus
on him by a command, allowing for fun and socialization.
Thomas now has a helpmate who proudly carries his packages in her soft mouth, steadies Thomas as he climbs stairs,
picks up and fetches items, and performs many other tasks
with a joyfully waving tail. EVE obviously loves working, but
it’s clear she loves Thomas, too. Part of her assistance training
is being sensitive to moods and mental state. Body chemistry
changes with anxiety levels, and EVE’s sensitive nose can
detect when Thomas is distressed and “anchor” between his
knees. Yes, Thomas has found a steady anchor for his life’s
needs, one which has affected him profoundly, and in ways
he’d never have imagined.
Michael Smith says, “There is a bond between these two that was
never there with our family dogs. EVE has given him new confidence, both physically and emotionally. Instead of lonely isolation, partnering with EVE has brought Thomas into society.”
“We are pretty popular at DoG Street Pub,” Thomas says
with a big smile.
To learn more about this program, visit Thomas and EVE’s
website: paws4people.org/give/thomas-smith
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